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Saturday 21 May 2022 at 7.30pm
West Road Concert Hall, Cambridge

Rachmaninov
Symphony No 2
Libby Larsen
Alaska Spring

Jonathan Dove

Timothy Redmond & Lucy Hollins Conductors
Cambridge Philharmonic Orchestra & Chorus
Tickets (reserved): from £12 Concessions (students & under-18s): £10
Book online: www.cambridgephilharmonic.com Phone: 0333 666 3366 (fee applies)
For the venue’s Covid guidelines see: www.westroad.org/covid-19-guidelines
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The Passing of the Year

KATE CLOW – leader
Kate was born in Winnipeg and spent
her school days in Wimbledon, starting
piano and violin lessons at the age of 6.
From the age of 11, Saturdays were
dedicated to music as an Exhibitioner in
the Junior Department of the Royal
College of Music. Kate spent two years
playing with the National Youth
Orchestra.
Kate decided on a career as a nurse,
but spent a gap year working for the
LRAM teaching quali cation – and
passed! She has subsequently always
enjoyed teaching a few pupils at home.
As a student nurse and midwife at
Addenbrooke’s, Kate would often be
found dashing off to CUMS and other
rehearsals after early shifts, and tting
in half a rehearsal before night duty.
Bene ting from university social life
helped her realise she had made the

There will be an interval after the Dvořák.
For everyone’s protection, please wear a mask if you can
while moving around the Cathedral.

right decision to keep music as a
hobby.
With student days over, Kate joined
the Cambridge Philharmonic in
January 1990, and for the past 19
years she has shared a desk with
Steve Bingham as co-leader. Life now
is busier than ever, with husband
Stuart (in the double bass section),
two teenage daughters and a parttime job as a nurse in a Cambridge
GP surgery.
Kate also leads Steve Bingham’s Ad
Hoc Sinfonia, the K239 Orchestra and
the Montague String Quartet.

IJmkje van der
Werf

Ely
New violins
restoration, repair and
maintenance
vanderwerfviolins.com
ijmkjevanderwerf@hotmail.com
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Despite the extraordinary similarities between them – they were both born and
grew up in Bohemia, they were both renowned as exceptional conductors, they
were both fêted around Europe and both of them spent periods living, conducting
and composing in the USA – Antonín Dvořák and Gustav Mahler seem to have
been entirely different, not only temperamentally but also in their attitude to music,
and in the way their surroundings inspired and provoked them. Dvořák, perhaps
following Smetana’s lead, spent his life incorporating Czech and Moravian folk
tunes and dances into his music and then, when he was in the USA, responded
with equal enthusiasm and understanding to the ethnic music he found there
(most obviously in his massively popular symphony From the New World).
Embraced by the American music establishment of the time, he argued
passionately for the inclusion of Native American and African-American music in
the making of a true national style to counteract the ‘May ower’-in uenced
dependency on European themes. Happily married, he was loved and admired
the world over.
Gustav Mahler permanently referenced music from his childhood in his
compositions, too, but it could hardly be more different. True, he uses folk tunes
and dances, but he also uses trumpet calls and brass bands from the military
barracks in his home town of Iglau, and street noises, café music and, well,
anything he could lay his hands on! Whereas Dvořák was grounded in his native
Bohemia and would return there both musically and in person, Mahler, as part of a
minority German-speaking community, was always something of an outsider – a
status he seemed to suffer from all through his life. His time in the USA contrasts
with that of Dvořák in that, while his compatriot had sought out the music he found
there, Mahler looked ever more inward to create his own unique musical world.
Oh yes, and he was Jewish, and even after he converted to Catholicism to try and
overcome some of the barriers he encountered, this was always held against him
and sometimes cost him his job. He was quite a dif cult man, too, and
experienced considerable emotional turmoil. His love for his wife Alma was
destroyed by her leaving him for another man. Earlier she had begged him not to

Violin Maker and
Restorer
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Outsider and insider

FRIENDS OF
ELY SINFONIA
SUPPORT THE ORCHESTRA AND GET DISCOUNTED TICKETS
PLUS PRIORITY BOOKING FOR OUR CONCERTS!
Joining the FRIENDS of ELY SINFONIA is a great opportunity to support live
music in East Cambridgeshire whilst becoming part of a lively, friendly group
of like-minded people.
Being a Friend will give you the following advantages:
! Personal email giving advance information of concerts and special
events
! 10% discount plus advance booking for tickets to concerts promoted by
Ely Sinfonia
! Regular Friends’ newsletter
! Special Friends’ events
! Opportunity to meet the conductor and players at rehearsal
All this for just £15 a year!
As the local community orchestra, Ely Sinfonia aims to give players the
chance of orchestral experience close to home, to provide local
schoolchildren with the opportunity to learn about music and instruments,
and to bring a wealth of wonderful music to local music-lovers.
Your subscription will go towards developing the orchestra, allowing it to give
more concerts in Ely and to take live music out to rural East Cambridgeshire
and beyond. The Friends of Ely Sinfonia help us to perform in local venues
and to run workshops during which young players have the chance to play
alongside more experienced musicians and learn new, challenging pieces.
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You can join the Friends through our website at http://www.elysinfonia.
co.uk/home/friends-of-ely-sinfonia, where you will also find a Gift Aid form.
Alternatively, for more information, ask for details and a membership form at
the Friends’ stall, or email friends@elysinfonia.co.uk.

ELY SINFONIA was founded in November 1999 as a millennium project. It was
the brainchild of local musicians and launched with the aid of ADeC (Arts Development in East Cambridgeshire) and various leading local organisations and
individuals. Since then it has more than achieved its aim of becoming a beacon of
excellence as East Cambridgeshire’s own community orchestra. It is now
regarded as one of the region’s best respected orchestras, with players of all ages
and backgrounds, from students to business professionals, retired people and
music teachers. Together they play everything from mainstream to contemporary
works, including special commissions.
Ely Sinfonia is particularly keen on promoting youth music and is a past supporter
of the Cambridge Young Composer of the Year competition. The orchestra also
has close links with Ely Cathedral, regularly providing groups to play at events
such as the Easter Day Mass. Other projects include open workshops, when less
experienced players have the chance to play alongside the orchestra’s regular
members and develop their orchestral and ensemble playing techniques.
www.elysinfonia.co.uk
Violin 1

publicity@elysinfonia.co.uk

Kate Clow, Rudi Bojahr, Ann Claydon, Fiona Dagg, Naomi Laredo, Donna
Pullen, Alice Ruf e, David Watson, Richard Williamson, Mandy Wyatt
Violin 2
Roz Chalmers, Jacky Cox, Judith France, Graham Jones, Esther McLeish,
John Richards, Mel Siddall, Jane Stevens, Rosemary Whittington
Viola
Simon Watkin, Katy Baker, Estelle Furnell, Jeremy Harmer, Patricia
Mathieson, Edna Murphy, Larissa Papworth, Nyree Scott, Yvonne
Williamson
Cello
Dave McLeish, Nick Balaam, Charlotte Dean, Carol McEvoy, Helen Hills,
Alex Jameson, Joan Marchbank, Rachel Mycock, Sally Parnell, Saeko
Soya-Dijkstra
Double bass
Stuart Clow, John Chalmers, Ivan Garford, Owen Harris, John Richens
Flute/Piccolo
Jean Swift, Nick Nightingale, Joanna Reveley, Beate Pauschmann
Oboe
Jenny Sewell, Charlotte Ewins, Carol London (cor), Alison Swain
Clarinet
Michelle Heathcote, Koren Wilmer, Stella Page, Chris Earnshaw
Bassoon
James Howard, Phil Evans, Wes Gibbon
Horn
Robert Spivey, Laurie Friday, Adrian Watts, Nick Sims-Williams, Melinda
Rigby, Simon Crick, Tim London, John Kerrigan
Trumpet
Graham Berridge, Evert Bokma, Kiran Berridge, Dave Ellis
Trombone
Sam Stokes, Adam Waterson, Alan Dimond (bass)
Tuba
Brian Partridge
Timpani
Peter Britton, Dave Ellis
Percussion
Willem Perkins, Stephen Lawrence, Adam Payn
Harp
Rosie Scott
Artistic director Steve Bingham

set Friedrich Rückert’s Kindertotenlieder (Songs on the Death of Children) to
music in case it was a bad omen – and sure enough two of his children subsequently died! Or so the legend tells it.

Simon Watkin Violins
Violin Maker & Repairer
2 North Green, Coates
Peterborough PE7 2BQ

01733 840235
simon@watkin-violins.co.uk
www.watkin-violins.co.uk

But the most profound difference between the two men was in their musical
language. Dvořák was disciplined, outward-looking, glorious and wistful, whereas
Mahler produced wild accounts of love, struggle, passion and the beauties of the
natural world, all coupled with a yearning for transcendence. Perhaps it is not too
fanciful to suggest that the contradictions and in uences of his childhood and
chequered life were his chief muses.
Nowhere is this contrast more marked than between Dvořák’s lovely, mostly
sunny serenade and Mahler’s incredible rst symphony, full of nature, despair,
struggle, love and triumph. Programmed together, these two works tell a
wonderful story of musical genius in massively contrasting colours.
Programme notes by Jeremy Harmer

Violins, Violas, Cellos, Basses, Repairs and Restorations, Instruments, Cases & Bows
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Serenade for Strings

Antonín Dvořák (1841–1904)

After studying in Prague, working as a church organist and playing viola in an
orchestra conducted by Bedřich Smetana, Dvořák was keen to spend more time
composing and started submitting his compositions for prizes and grants in
Austria – he was keen to own a piano, for example! Luckily for him (though he did
not yet know this), the jury included Johannes Brahms and the critic Eduard
Hanslick, both of whom admired his work enormously. He started winning those
prizes and, importantly, became more nancially secure.
By the time he wrote his Serenade for Strings, Dvořák was on a bit of a roll! In
1874 he had submitted his prize-winning third and fourth symphonies and the
following year he completed his String Quintet in G and, in only twelve days in
May, his effervescent and glorious Serenade for Strings. It’s a perfect example of
warmth, charm and lyrical assuredness from the newly married rst-time father
who would become, and remains, one of the world’s most loved composers. The
première, originally scheduled for Vienna, took place in Prague instead: the
Austrian performance was pulled, perhaps because of an underlying prejudice
against Czech music, or because Dvořák was relatively unknown at the time. But
not for long. The Serenade was an instant success and has remained a concert
favourite ever since.
The work is in ve movements, each using a simple A-B-A structure – that is, with
contrasting middle sections sandwiched between the opening and closing
sections. The Moderato rst movement has a short relaxed theme followed by a

more boisterous second theme before the opening returns. It’s gorgeous, sweet
music. The second movement has two dances, a Tempo di valse and a more
gentle Trio. The third-movement Scherzo starts cheerfully and energetically before
the second theme sways in softly, to be followed by a Trio before the opening
themes return.
The Larghetto, the fourth movement, is the still heart of the Serenade with its
lyrical opening melody and constantly modulating middle section. It’s rather like a
slowed-down, peaceful version of the preceding Scherzo, both with their followthe-leader canons. The fth and nal movement, an almost boisterous Allegro
vivace which excites with the kind of energy loved by listeners to Dvořák’s
Slavonic Dances, starts ‘off key’ (i.e. in a different key from the rest of the
Serenade). It has three themes which get repeated, suspenseful violin sections in
unpredictable patterning and the main Larghetto theme reintroduced by the cellos.
After a recapitulation we hear the opening of the rst movement of the piece
again, before an energetic presto Coda closes this wonderful work.
Symphony no. 1 (Titan)

Gustav Mahler (1860–1911)

I.

Langsam, schleppend (Slowly, dragging), Immer sehr gemächlich (Very
restrained throughout)

II.

Kräftig bewegt, doch nicht zu schnell (Moving strongly, but not too
quickly), Recht gemächlich (Restrained)

III.

Feierlich und gemessen, ohne zu schleppen (Solemnly and measured,
without dragging), Sehr einfach und schlicht wie eine Volksweise (Very
simple, like a folk tune), and Wieder etwas bewegter, wie im Anfang
(Once again somewhat more agitated, as at the start)

IV.

Stürmisch bewegt – Energisch (Stormily agitated – Energetic)
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Gustav Mahler was an amazing orchestral conductor. When Tchaikovsky heard
him take charge of the Hamburg première of his opera Eugene Onegin, he was
said to have remarked “outstanding, outstanding” about the Austrian’s command
of his orchestra and singers. Ralph Vaughan Williams “staggered home in a daze
and could not sleep for two nights”, so great was the effect of watching Mahler on
the podium in London. He was especially renowned as an interpreter of Wagner,
Weber, Mozart and other operatic composers. His relationships with orchestras,
however, were always a bit fraught. His perfectionism was legendary, as was his
snappiness, and his insistence on extra rehearsals was never a hit with the
bands! And then there was that other thing: Mahler was a Jew. Anti-semitism was
rife in the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and the disapproval that Mahler suffered as a

STEVE BINGHAM – conductor
Steve studied violin at the Royal Academy of
Music, where he won prizes for orchestral
leading and string quartet playing. In 1985
he formed the Bingham String Quartet, an
ensemble which has become one of the
foremost in the UK, with an enviable reputation
for both classical and contemporary repertoire.
The quartet has recorded numerous CDs and
has worked for radio and television both in the
UK and as far a eld as Australia. The group
has worked with distinguished musicians such
as Jack Brymer, Raphael Wall sch, Michael Collins and David Campbell. The
quartet’s educational activities have included residencies at London’s South Bank
Centre, for several UK festivals and at Radley College. The quartet is also known
for its many performances of new works by some of the best young composers
in Britain.
Steve has appeared as guest leader with orchestras including the BBC Scottish
Symphony Orchestra, the Scottish Chamber Orchestra and English National
Ballet. He has given solo recitals in both the UK and America and his concerto
performances include works by Bach, Vivaldi, Bruch, Proko ev, Mendelssohn and
Sibelius, given in venues as prestigious as St John’s Smith Square and the Royal
Albert Hall.
Steve is internationally renowned for his solo violin recitals, where he mixes
acoustic pieces with live-looped electric violin arrangements in his own unique
way. Steve has released ve solo albums, Duplicity, Ascension, Third, The
Persistence Of Vision and, earlier in 2021, Touch. He is currently beginning work
on a new double album of contemporary violin pieces.
Steve has conducted and directed a variety of orchestras and ensembles over
the course of the last twenty- ve years – from amateur ensembles and youth
orchestras to professional chamber orchestras. He is currently principal conductor
of Ely Sinfonia, the City of Peterborough Symphony Orchestra and Ad Hoc
Sinfonia.
Steve is also co-founder of PartPlay, an online chamber music resource
(partplay.co.uk), and his interests include ornithology, photography and Celtic
knotwork.
stevebingham.co.uk
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Saturday 9 July 2022 at 7.30pm
Ely Cathedral

MAHLER 2
Gustav Mahler
Symphony No. 2
‘Resurrection’

Tickets (reserved): from £15 Concessions (students and under-18s): £10
Book online: www.cambridgephilharmonic.com Phone: 01353 660349
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For the venue’s Covid guidelines please see:
www.elycathedral.org/plan-your-visit/information-for-visitors/visitor-wellbeing
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The eldest of twelve children (only six of whom survived infancy), Mahler spent his
early years in Iglau, a commercial town in eastern Bohemia of some 20,000
people, where he would regularly hear street songs, dance tunes, folk melodies
and the trumpet calls and marches of the local military band. All of these
ingredients appear regularly in his compositions.
These varied sounds crop up in different ways in his astonishingly masterful rst
symphony. On the way to this moment he had put together his rst enchanting
song cycle, Lieder eines fahrenden Gesellen (Songs of a Wayfarer), written under
the in uence of his burning, but unrequited, love for the soprano Johanna Richter.
By the time he started work on the symphony, however, he was in a state of
rapture over Marion von Weber, the wife of the famous composer’s grandson.
But however much he was motivated by romantic passion, what happened during
the writing of this symphony was that he found his voice. Running through this
extraordinary work is, as we have said, the musical smorgasbord of his childhood,
but crucially he also mixed in themes and melodies from that ‘Wayfarer’ song
cycle. Indeed, for the rest of his compositional life he would bring his song settings
into his symphonies at critical moments with astonishing effect (Das Lied von der
Erde was his only all-song symphonic work).

Conductor
Timothy Redmond
Assistant Conductor Tess Jackson
Soprano
Katherine Broderick
Mezzo-soprano
Yvonne Howard
Cambridge Philharmonic Orchestra & Chorus
Belfast Philharmonic Choir
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result was largely responsible for forcing him out of his post at the Vienna Court
Opera, for example. But against that he did have two enormously successful stints
as conductor of the Metropolitan Opera in New York and held conducting posts all
over Europe. By far the biggest problem for Mahler, however, was that conducting
stopped him composing, and though at rst he didn’t know what musical language
or form to use, still he knew that he just had to compose.

The rst performance, in 1889, of what has become known as the Titan (reduced
to four movements from its original ve) was not a success. The Budapest
audience didn’t know what to make of it. The strange jumble of musical timbres,
the cry of the cuckoo as a fourth instead of the sweet Beethovenian third that
listeners were used to, the dances and climaxes, the gloomy double basses, the
burlesque and triumph; it was all too much. There were mutterings and some
boos. But by the time of his death, according to his friend Guido Adler, there had
been 261 performances of his symphonies (the fourth was a favourite), which
wasn’t bad. A modern-day composer would love that kind of record! Mostly,
though, Mahler’s work was met with an equal mix of ecstasy and disdain, the
latter often fuelled by the anti-semitism already referred to. His reputation
changed dramatically in the 1950s, however, thanks to the championing of
Leonard Bernstein and others such as Stokowski, Barbirolli and Copeland, so that
Mahler is now one of the most performed and recorded composers in the musical
landscape.

MUSIC IN ELY: DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Coming up from Ely Sinfonia …
Saturday 24 September
2022
Ely Cathedral
7.30pm

Thomas Hancox, co-principal autist with Britten Sinfonia,
joins us to play Carl Nielsen’s wonderful Flute Concerto.
We also play Einojuhani Rautavaara’s Cantus Arcticus, a
mystical, neo-romantic concerto for birdsong and orchestra.

Other concerts involving our players
Sunday 15 May 2022
West Road, Cambridge

Cambridge Philharmonic plays Libby Larsen’s Alaska Spring,
Jonathan Dove’s The Passing of the Year and Rachmaninov’s
Symphony no. 2.

Saturday 21 May
St Nicolas Chapel,
King’s Lynn

Norfolk Symphony Orchestra plays Forces of Nature,
including Ethel Smyth’s The Wreckers, Bruch’s Violin
Concerto no. 1 and Rachmaninov’s Symphony no. 2.

Friday 1 July
Ely Cathedral

The Ely Arts Festival Orchestra plays Saint-Saëns’ Carnival
of the Animals with 300 local schoolchildren and professional
soloists.

Saturday 9 July
Ely Cathedral

Cambridge Philharmonic plays Mahler’s Symphony no. 2.

Also look out for …
Sunday 15 May 2022
Ely Cathedral

World-renowned church choir cum boy band Libera in
concert, featuring tracks from their new international bestselling album IF.

Saturday 25 June
Ely Cathedral

Suffolk Philharmonic Orchestra plays Mendelssohn:
Sunshine and Shade, including his Hebrides Overture,
Symphony no. 4 (Italian) and Violin Concerto with prizewinning young soloist Charlotte Saluste-Bridoux.

ELY SINFONIA’S NEXT WORKSHOP

This symphony is a perfect introduction to what makes Mahler so unique and so
compelling, nowhere more so than in the fourth movement. Here a frantic,
unsettling beginning gives way to a gentle tune of such sweetness that it can
make you cry. Then there are bird calls, magic and more introspection and
struggle, until a surging, thumping triumph brings the whole work to a spectacular,
wildly exciting end. All Mahler is here!
The opening of the work has the kind of magic beloved of composers evoking
dawn or beginnings – think of the opening of Haydn’s Creation, the fragments that
coalesce at the beginning of Beethoven’s ninth or the incredible dawn sequence
in Ravel’s Daphnis and Chloe. For Mahler, however, it is the sounds of the forest,
the sounds of nature, bird calls in the void, a gradual awakening, precisely
magical (nothing here is accidental), until that cuckoo ushers in a wonderful tune
from the second ‘Wayfarer’ song about walking through the elds, which Mahler
spends the rest of the movement playing around with.
The second-movement Scherzo gets under way with a stomping Ländler – a
common dance form – mixed with the kind of wistful café music that Mahler might
have heard on the streets of Vienna. The Ländler uses a tune from one of his rst
songs, Hänsel und Gretel.
The third movement is the one that spooked the audience at that Budapest
première. After all, it starts with a double bass (or basses – Mahler’s wishes are
ambiguous here) playing what we know as the children’s song Frère Jacques/
Bruder Jacob, but in a minor key! The movement is funereal, but also contains
dance-band music and parody (the composer himself wrote “with parody” in the
score just as the drum and cymbal join in) and ends with the ethereal beauty of
the closing moments from the ’Wayfarer’ songs. All human life is here, miserable,
raucous, questing, sublime. Mahler suggests that this movement was inspired by
a woodcut by one of Schubert’s friends, showing a hunter’s funeral procession.
And now the fourth movement bursts upon us, in the composer’s words, “like the
cry of a sorely wounded heart”. The damaged wayfarer, injured by rejected love, is
battling his way through self-doubt, harking back to the themes from the
symphony’s awakening, hoping for clues to the chance of victory and redemption,
often made tantalisingly possible by shafts of orchestral light. At last he sees his
triumph ahead, and nally, with a call of horns (asked to “play out, even over the
trumpets”), he has reached his goal and victory is his – and ours.
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“A symphony,” Gustav Mahler is once supposed to have said in conversation with
Jean Sibelius, “must be like the world. It must contain everything.” His rst
symphony certainly does!

